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Propellers
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Transmitter Functions

Up/Down, Rotate Right/Left
Press in for Dual Rates (3 levels)
Long Press to enter Heading Lock Mode

Forward/Backward, 
Left/Right
Press in for 3D flips

Left/Right Rotate Trim

Up/Down Trim Forward/Backward Trim

Left/Right Sideward Trim

Power IndicatorPower Button

Transmitter Battery Installation
NOTE: Maintain correct polarity when installing AAA batteries as indicated inside compartment

1. Remove screw and   
    remove battery cover.

2. Install two AAA      
    alkaline batteries.
     (not included)

3. Replace the cover and  
    screw to secure.

Flight Battery Charging
Connect the USB charger to the Pico X and then insert the USB plug into the USB port of the 
computer or any 5V USB charger. During charging the red light on the USB charger will be lit. 
When the light is off, the charge is complete. The Pico X can be charged on any USB power 
port that supplies 5V plus/minus 0.5V.

NOTE: Charge time is about 20 to 30 minutes.

Flying Environment
Please fly in an open indoor area without obstacles, animals or humans nearby.

Please make sure that the flying site is appropriate before flying. When 
flying DO NOT fly the Pico X beyond your line of sight.
Children should be under the supervision of an adult when flying.

Flight Range and Time
The range of the Pico X is about 25M (80 feet), if flown beyond this range a loss of control is 
likely. Full flight range is possible with a full charge of the flight battery.
WARNING: If flown outdoors, the wind conditions must be nearly calm. If flown in stronger 
winds the Pico X can be blown downwind to a point beyond the range of the transmitter.
Flying time is about 5 minutes. 

     If flown to a high altitude DO NOT pull the 
throttle stick all the way down rapidly, the Pico X 
will suddenly fall and damage to components 
could result.

     Pico X should maintain an altitude of about 
1M (3 feet) above the ground to avoid ground 
turbulence.

     DO NOT fly Pico X in areas with many 
obstacles, damage to them or the Pico X 
may occur.

Arming the Pico X Motors

1. Pull the throttle stick to its lowest position and turn on the transmitter.
2. Slide the power switch on the Pico X to the ON position, the lights will blink.
3. Place the Pico X on a level surface.
4. Move the throttle stick all the way up, you will hear a beep.
5. Move the throttle stick all the way down, you will hear a second beep.
6. The lights on the Pico X will stop blinking and remain solid. The Pico X is ready to fly.

Flying the Pico X

ATTENTION: For best results, smooth operation of the controls is a must. Move the sticks 
slowly and smoothly. As the flight progresses additional throttle will be required to 
maintain the desired altitude. When the flight battery is nearly depleated the lights on the 
PicoX will blink. Land the Pico X and recharge the flight battery.

Control Functions

Move the throttle stick up to 
ascend. Return to neutral to 
stop ascending.
Move the throttle stick down 
to descend. Make all control 
movements small.

Move the throttle stick to the 
left to rotate the Pico X left.

Move the throttle stick to the 
right to rotate the Pico X to 
the right.

Move the right stick up to make 
the Pico X move forward.

Move the right stick down to 
rmake the Pico X move 
backward.

Move the right stick to the left 
to make the Pico X move left.

Move the right stick to the 
right to move the Pico X right.

Control Functions (cont.)

Control Rates

Low, Medium and High rates are controlled by pressing the left stick in. The rates allow 
for increasingly higher levels of control as piloting skills increase.

1. Low Rate: Press the left stick in, a single beep indicates Low Rate is engaged.
2. Medium Rate: Press the left stick in, a double beep indicates Medium Rate is engaged.
3. High Rate: Press the left stick in, a triple beep indicates High Rate is engaged.

NOTE: Each press of the left stick advances the control to the next level. Pressing the        
            stick when in High Rates will return the quad to Low Rates. 

Heading Lock Mode

360° Flips

Press and hold the left stick in to enter 
“Heading Lock Mode”. The lights will blink, 
indicating that “Heading Lock Mode” is 
active. In this mode, regardless of the 
direction that the front of the Pico X is 
facing, the Pico X will return toward the 
pilot if the right control stick is pulled 
toward the bottom of the transmitter. To 
return to normal control, press and hold the 
left stick until the lights return to a solid. 

Pico X can perform 3D flips in any direction from 
hovering flight. To enter “3D Flip Mode”, press the 
right stick in. A series of beeps indicates that the 
mode is active. Move the right stick in one of the four 
directions and the Pico X will flip in that direction. 
Before activating “3D Flip Mode”, make sure that the 
Pico X is in a stable hover and at least 1m (3’) above 
ground. Best results are achieved if a slight climb is 
initiated prior to the flip.  Flips can be initiated while in 
any of the three rates.

Left Flip

While in hovering flight, press 
the right stick in to activate 3D 
Flip Mode. A series of beeps 
indicate that the mode is 
active. Move the right stick to 
the left to initiate the flip.

While in hovering flight, press 
the right stick in to activate 3D 
Flip Mode. A series of beeps 
indicate that the mode is 
active. Move the right stick to 
the right to initiate the flip.

While in hovering flight, press 
the right stick in to activate 3D 
Flip Mode. A series of beeps 
indicate that the mode is 
active. Move the right stick to 
the top to initiate the flip.

While in hovering flight, press 
the right stick in to activate 3D 
Flip Mode. A series of beeps 
indicate that the mode is 
active. Move the right stick to 
the bottom to initiate the flip.

Right Flip

Forward Flip

Backward Flip

Warranty Period: Rage R/C warrants that the Pico X (“Product”) will be free from original factory 
defects in materials and workmanship upon purchase (“Warranty Period”).

damage, (b) damage due to acts of God, accident, misuse, abuse, negligence, commercial use, 

or (e) Product not purchased from an authorized Rage R/C dealer. 
OTHER THAN THE EXPRESS WARRANTY ABOVE, RAGE R/C MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTY OR 
REPRESENTATION, AND THREFORE DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUD-
ING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, 
MERCHANTABILITY AND SUITABILITY FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE PURCHASER 
ACKNOWLEDGES THAT THEY ALONE HAVE DETERMINED THAT THE PRODUCT WILL MEET THE 
REQUIREMENTS OF THEIR INTENDED USE. 

Product(s) involved in a warranty claim. Service or replacement decisions are at the sole 

SERVICE OR REPLACEMENT AS PROVIDED UNDER THIS WARRANTY IS THE PURCHASER’S SOLE 
AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDY. 

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, LOSS OF PROFITS OR PRODUCTION OR COMMERCIAL LOSS IN ANY 
WAY, REGARDLESS OF WHETHER SUCH CLAIM IS BASED IN CONTRACT, WARRANTY, TORT, 
NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY OR ANY OTHER THEORY OF LIABILITY, EVEN IF RAGE R/C HAS 
BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. 
Further, in no event shall the liability of Rage R/C exceed the individual price of the Product on 

purchaser or user are not prepared to accept the liability associated with the use of the 

to the place of purchase.

Rage R/C, an exclusive brand of:

2034 South 3850 West
Salt Lake City, Utah 84104

Limited Warranty

Printed in China

RGR4100 Black
RGR4101 Green

Flight Trimming

Back Trim
If drifting 

forward, click 
back trim

Stable

Back Trim

Stable

Forward Trim
If drifting 

backward, 
click forward 

trim Forward Trim

Left Trim
If drifting to 

the right, click 
left trim

Right Trim
If drifting to 
the left, click 

right trim

Stable

Stable

Up Trim
If descending 
from stable 

hover, click up 
trim

Left Trim
If rotating to 

the right, click 
left trim

Right Trim
If rotating to 
the left, click 

right trim

Down Trim
If ascending 
from stable 
hover, click 
down trim

Stable

Stable

Stable

Stable

Rotating Right

Rotating Left

Up Trim

Down Trim

Left Trim

Right Trim

Calibration
If the Pico X flies erratically you may need to recalibrate.

1. Place the Pico X on level surface, turn on and pair  
    with the transmitter.

2. Move both sticks to their lower outside corners and  
    hold.

3. After a few seconds the lights will blink and Pico X is  
    ready to fly.

Low Voltage Protection
When the flight battery voltage is low, the four lights will begin to blink. This is your indication to 
land and recharge the flight batteries. 

If the Pico X is left on for several minutes without being flown, the system will automatically shut 
the Pico X off. To reactivate, turn the Pico X off and then back on.

Replacement Parts

Item Number   Description

RGR4102   Propeller Set, Black/Green (4)
RGR4103   Propeller Set, Black/White (4)
RGR4104   3.7V 500mAh USB Charger
RGR4105   Transmitter

Troubleshooting

Problem Solution
Props not turning or 
drifting on take off

Turn off Pico X and transmitter and restart and pair both. If no 
improvement, check the props for damage. If prop is deformed, 
replace with new prop. Make sure it is the correct rotation.

Won’t take off Recharge the Pico X. 

Left Right


